
Window Bird Feeder
Assembly Instructions

®

Assembly Instructions for Sunflower/Mixed Seed
1. Locate the sunflower seed ports.
2. Insert seed port with barb into one of the large holes on the  
    side of the seed barrel.  Rotate the port all way until its collar
    is flush with the seed barrel.
3.Insert the other port the same way and snap them together. 
    Be sure both openings in the ports are on the bottom of the 
    feeder before you snap them together.
4. Wood perch is not needed for sunflower assembly.

Assembly Instruction for Thistle Seed
1. Locate the thistle inserts.
2. Place thistle insert into one of the large holes on the side of
    the seed barrel from the inside of the feeder.  Rotate the 
    thistle insert so that the small opening is pointing down.       
3. Snap the thistle insert into the large hole by gently pushing
    from the inside of the barrel, first one side of the insert and 
    then the other.
4. Install the other insert the same way.  Be sure both openings
    on the thistle inserts point to the bottom of the feeder before 
    snapping them in.
5. Insert the wood perch into the ¼” holes in the seed barrel.

How to use
1. Clean mounting window thoroughly, moisten suction cups 
    and press firmly onto the mounting window surface.
2. Fill the seed barrel with desired seed and slide onto the 
    tracks on the lower side of the roof top.
  
Tips and tricks
1. Seed barrel can be easily removed to fill or clean while roof 
    top remains mounted on the window.
2. To remove the roof top, do not pull without first releasing the 
    vacuum on the suction cups with a fingernail or dull knife.

Your new K-Feeders Window Bird Feeder can be assembled 
to dispense either sunflower/mixed seed or thistle seed.
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